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What UL does to evaluate toys safety
•

UL has an unmatched industry expertise and active involvement
in the development of international toy safety standards

•

UL’s global team of quality assurance experts can develop
comprehensive quality assurance programs to help ensure
compliance of toys with regulatory requirements and brand
specifications

•

UL uses recognized methods to test toys for compliance with
regulations and standards required by global markets

UL’s involvement in safety standards development
•

UL is an active member of the Toy Industry Association, the Baby Products Association, and the
Juvenile Products Manufacturers Association

•

Our team members are active participants within ASTM International committees, helping to develop
and revise global safety standards

•

UL participates in various commissions and work groups of the European Technical Committees for
Standardization (CEN) as well as various working groups within the International Standardization
Organization (ISO).
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One common
goal:

Safety

Common concerns
- Physical Mechanical Safety

- Traceability

-

Chemical Safety

- Control of the production

-

Flammability

- Knowledge of the supply chain

-

Hygene

-

Electrical properties

-

Radiactivity

Multiple replies to concerns

- Legislation
- Mandatory technical standards
- Voluntary technical standards
- Mandatory certification procedures
- Voluntary certification procedures

Legislation

General

• E.g. Packaging; General Product
Safety; Product Liability; Chemicals

Product
specific

•E.g. Toys; Electrical; Personal
Protective Equipment; Medical
Devices; Batteries

Local
legislation

• Country / State / Province specific
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EU framework

• Directive 2009/48/CE OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND
OF THE COUNCIL of 18 June 2009 on the safety of toys
• Reference harmonized standards (EN 71 series and EN 62115)
• Conformity procedures:
•

Internal production control procedure

• EC type examination procedure has to be carried out in the
following cases:
(a) where harmonised standards, do not exist;
(b) where the harmonised standards exist but the
manufacturer has not applied them or has applied them
only in part
(c) where one or more of the harmonised standards has
been published with a restriction;
(d) when the manufacturer considers that the nature,
design, construction or purpose of the toy necessitate third
party verification.

US Framework
- CPSIA 2008, 16 CFR various parts
- ASTM F 963
- Federal law requires that every children's product be tested by a third party, CPSC-accepted laboratory in order to
have an objective, unbiased laboratory ensure that the product is properly tested and compliant with federal
children's product safety requirements.

Brazil framework
•

INMETRO Ordinance 563/2016 Sections are
listed here

•

NM 300 standard series

•

Three routes to certification for toys

•

Importers shall make applications for
certification to Brazil’s local certification bodies
to be able to apply the proper label on the toy.
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Safety of Toys:
Steps Towards Alignment

Joan Lawrence
Sr. Vice President
Standards and Regulatory Affairs

The Toy Association

Brief Background

Toy Safety is our #1 priority:
Develop Standards
Educate industry
Consumer outreach

PlaySafe.org

Opportunities for Alignment
• Formal and informal
structures to support
alignment
• Open processes

• Regular communication,
sharing of information, data
(e.g., ASTM-ISO-CEN, etc.)
• Structured alignment (within
ISO technical committee, and
between CEN-ISO; Mercosur
countries etc.)

Some Good
Examples of
Alignment of Toy
Standards

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small parts requirement
Magnets
Expanding materials in toys
Jaw entrapment
Age grading
ISO comparison of standards
Efforts to consider Microbiological safety within
ISO

Benefits of Standards Alignment
• Greater coordination, simplification, and understanding of
standards mean greater product safety
• Consistency in interpretation and comparison of results
• Closer cooperation and enforcement across borders
• Reduced potential for confusion and mistakes
• Reduced cost of production and testing
• Cost savings passed along to consumers

Thank you!

Joan Lawrence
The Toy Association
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THE MAGIC OF PLAY
Develops motor skills like balance and
hand-eye coordination

It’s fun!

Builds resilience and helps develop coping mechanisms
Is a foundation for literacy, numeracy and language development
Develops
Teaches children how to communicate
Fosterscooperation
creaDvity and encourages curiosity
Fosters creativity and encourages
and problem
curiosity
solving skills
Provides an outlet for
Boosts
emotions
physical
Builds empathy and understanding
activity

THE BUSINESS BEHIND THE MAGIC OF PLAY
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A SUCCESS STORY
ALIGNMENT OF EU TOY SAFETY LANDSCAPE
TOY
SAFETY
DIRECTIVE
STANDARDS PROVIDE CRITERA
FOR RELEVANT SAFETY CHECKS

General Product Safety
RoHS

REACH

Radio Equipment

Packaging and packaging waste
Cosmetics

Food contact materials
WEEE
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CHALLENGE – DIFFERENCES IN GLOBAL LEGISLATION
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FURTHER GLOBAL ALIGNMENT

5

FURTHER BARRIERS

8

Thanks!
Boulevard de Waterloo 36
1000 Brussels
Tel +32 2 213 41 90
Fax + 32 2 213 41 99
www.toyindustries.eu

TOY SAFETY
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
TOY CERTIFICATION
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Preliminary items
Ins%tu%ons worldwide have raised their awareness on the importance of toy safety.
As a result, a complex and constantly-evolving regulatory framework has been developed with diﬀerences
according to various geographic areas, mainly for:
q the technical requirements, if European standards are compared with those of the USA;
q the toy cer%ﬁca%on process, if the European legisla%ve framework is compared with those of Mercosul
and Asia.
Despite these diﬀerences, toy regula%ons in the world have a quite similar structure and proﬁle.
Indeed, an interna%onal standard, ISO 8124, has been implemented based on the main toy na%onal
standards.
With regard to toy cer%ﬁca%on, however it is just not the same.
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Legisla@ve framework
EU.
The most extensive law is the Toy Safety Direc%ve EU 2009/48/CE, which contains general safety
requirements and speciﬁc safety requirements.
Even if some of these “speciﬁc requirements” are set out in the TSD, standard EN 71 provides all the
detailed technical requirements for the design and manufacture of safe toys.
USA
ASTM F963 “Standard Consumer Safety Speciﬁca%on for Toy Safety” establishes speciﬁc requirements,
partly diﬀerent from the European ones (e.g. the need to perform the predictable toy abuse tests before
checking the presence of sharp edges and %ps and the diﬀerent expected trac%on and torsion forces).
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Legisla@ve framework
ISO
Standard ISO 8124 (Interna%onal Standard Organiza%on).
The Interna%onal Standard gathers the requirements of the main standards into one single standard, thus
providing operators with an instrument useful for all countries around the world.
Other countries
Na%onal Standards, which, despite their alignment with standard ISO 8124, contain stricter requirements
for some types of toys (Australia AS/NZS 8124.1:2016 - AS/NZS 8124.2:2016 – AS/NZS 8124.3:2012/Amdt
1:2016).
Brazil-NBR 300-1 Versao revisada 11/07/2011 - NBR 300-2:2004 - NBR 300-3:2004 incorpora a Errata 1 de
19.03.2007.
Canada Toys Regula%on SOR/2011-17.
China GB 6675.4-2014 - GB 6675.1-2014 - GB 6675.2-2014 - GB 6675.3-2014.
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Toy manufactures approach

So, what would be the eﬀect of that?
We implemented the so-called “Toy Ferrero Protocol”, which requires all Kinder® “surprises” to comply with
this bunch of standard, regardless of where these toys come from and where we place the toys in the
market.
For every single toy, we entrust several European external labs (the so-called “no%ﬁed bodies” under the
Toy Safety Direc%ve 2009/48/CE) to run the test laid out in our Protocol.
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Toy Cer@ﬁca@on

Because of the regula%ons in force in many countries outside Europe, we need to run addi%onal test or,
even worse, we need to go through process ojen unworkable and exceeding the objec%ve.
Indeed, too many Countries are good at churning out laws, which have the eﬀect of implemen%ng
administra%ve and technical barriers to free movement of goods.
This is an accelera%ng trend, which has led to considerable diﬃcul%es for the toy industry in several States.
When it comes to toys, addi%onal compulsory toy cer%ﬁca%on have to be met every single year.
In many cases, there is not even the availability of appropriate tools to fulﬁlling the obliga%on laid down by
law.
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Toy Cer@ﬁca@on

In too many cases, this kind of cer%ﬁca%on process is logis%cally impossible, entails unreasonable technical
lead %mes and is wildly expensive.
As a result of this, the diﬃcul%es that economic operators are forced to confront in too many countries
are rising exponen%ally despite the fact that this lead to no increased safety of toys.
The free movement of goods, an essen%al element of the global market, is achieved not only by the
removal ﬁscal barriers but also by the removal of non-ﬁnancial obstruc%ons.
There is not doubts that in the ﬁeld of the removal of administra%ve barriers and the mutual recogni%on
of cer%ﬁcates or tests reports, there is s%ll a long way to go.
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A few examples
INDONESIA
Compulsory toy cer%ﬁca%on of every single shipment of toys to Indonesia.
To be performed at the last harbor before entering in Indonesia.
This aﬀects logis%c.
Costs of cer%ﬁca%on skyrocketed drama%cally.
Toy sampling could be diﬃcult as inspectors are not available to travel as much as it is necessary
VIETNAM / THAILAND
Audit of every single factory is necessary one %me per year.
What happens if manufacturers decentralized their produc%on across diﬀerent hubs?
Inspectors are not available to perform the audit on %me (Visa %me expected, non-enough inspectors, %me of travelling,
diﬀerent holiday %me).
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A few examples

BRAZIL
Diﬀerent INMETRO number for each family of toys.
We experienced a very long process to go and some delays.
INDIA
Toy cer%ﬁca%on is compulsory for toy imported only (“trade war”?).
Unfair compe%%on.
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A few examples

COLOMBIA
Law has been published on March 2018 and will come into eﬀect one year later.
Nevertheless, economic operators struggling to meet the obliga%ons of the law.
Un%l September 2018, agencies have not yet been accredited by ONAC (Colombian Na%onal Accredita%on En%ty).
Ar%cle 9 of Resolu%on 686 provides for the possibility that local cer%ﬁca%on is accomplished through the
recogni%on of test reports issued by a foreign body accredited by an accredita%on body recognized by ONAC
within the framework of the mul%lateral recogni%on agreements.
But in fact, the mutual recogni%on doesn’t work.
It turns out that a provision of a legisla%ve act is remaining dead lener under the Government instruc%on because
something wrong happened along the lines.
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Conclusions

We need to regain control.
We refuse to allow this problem to fester.
We hope that this will eventually come to an end.
We well know that TIE and other manufactures embraced this task.
We need European ins%tu%ons making an eﬀort to lead these countries to streamline regula%ons that can break
down the exis%ng barriers in the way of impor%ng toys into many countries outside EU.
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About ANEC
The European Consumer Voice in Standardisation
Promoting and defending the consumer interest in the development
of standards and their use, and in the drafting of related legislation.
Representing consumers from 34 countries: the 28 EU Member
States; Iceland, Norway & Switzerland from EFTA; the FY Republic
of Macedonia, Serbia & Turkey as EU candidate accession countries.
Core mission financed by the European Union (95%) & EFTA (5%),
with volunteer experts adding a further 390.000€ (27%) of value.
Priorities: child safety, safety & performance of household
appliances, accessibility, sustainability, traffic & mobility, services,
digital society.
à ANEC corporate video: https://goo.gl/JxLJPd
Raising Standards for Consumers
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Our activities on toy safety

Legislation
• Observer European Commission’s Toy Safety Expert Group
• Observer European Commission’s Toy Safety Expert Group –
subgroup on chemicals
Market surveillance
• Participation as stakeholder in joint actions
• Advice and input to members concerning comparative testing

Raising Standards for Consumers
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Our activities on toy safety
Standardisation
CEN/CENELEC
• Active participation in

CEN TC 52 ‘Safety of toys’
CEN TC 52 WG 3
CEN TC 52 WG 10
• By correspondence in CENELEC TC 61 WG7 ‘Electric Toys’.
• Submission of comments and opinions on (final) draft
European standards.
ISO
• Collaboration with Consumers International to give input to
ISO TC 181 ‘Safety of toys’

Raising Standards for Consumers
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Standardisation
• General lack of consumer representation in standardisation at
the international level > ISO documents are in general not
discussed at national level in many European countries
• Globalisation has become a buzzword also in standardisation.
• Late 1990’s: toy sector felt a need to combine the American
standard for toys (ASTM F 963) and the European standard for
toys (EN 71) into one international standard to make it easier
for industry to export toys to the whole world.
> questioned by consumer organizations at that time,
fear that consumers would end up with an ISO standard
which would contain the lowest requirements from the
two respective standards.
Raising Standards for Consumers
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Alignment of toy standards: ANEC study
Objectives:
• peer review of ICTI Review of Global Toy Safety Standards,
including a gap analysis, in order to identify whether further
elements are needed to achieve the highest level of safety
practicable.
• Further to the peer review, to elaborate general proposals to
revise the existing CEN, ISO and ASTM standards in order to
develop global standards.
Outcome:
ANEC position on the possible streamlining of the legal and
standardization frameworks for toy safety

Raising Standards for Consumers
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ANEC position on the possible streamlining
of the legal and standardization frameworks
for toy safety
• The convergence of the standards is dependent upon greater
coherence of the legislation which governs the production and
sale of toys.
• In achieving this, legislators and standardisers shall adopt
requirements that offer consumers only the highest levels of
safety possible.
• Children are the most vulnerable consumers and are
dependent on others to ensure their protection. Precautionary
principle is not accepted as an essential element of toy
legislation by many legislators outside Europe. It is
unacceptable to us that some legislators are prepared to act
only when evidence of serious (or fatal) accidents is available.

Raising Standards for Consumers
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ANEC position on the possible streamlining
of the legal and standardization frameworks
for toy safety
ANEC appreciates the value of ISO in providing an international
forum for the discussion of issues among standards practitioners
from around the world. But: effective participation of experts
from Europe and other regions in ISO is dependent upon funding
being available. This is especially true for advocates of the
consumer interest.
ANEC notes the lack of an international dialogue among
legislators responsible for toy safety:
• most debate between countries (or regions) bilaterally or
trilaterally.
• little progress on the convergence of legislation will be
possible until the issue of toy safety is elevated within a forum
such as the UN or OECD.
Raising Standards for Consumers
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Alignment work for toys in CEN and ISO
• Divided between ISO & CEN in order to harmonize as far as
possible.
• Working documents are drafted in one committee and
afterwards presented to the other.
• Very little consumer influence at ISO level > documents
presented to CEN may contain certain proposals that do not
meet our expectations > given the agreement achieved by
industry in ISO, it is difficult to amend proposals in favour of
the consumer interest when they reach CEN.
Alignment example NOT supported by ANEC:
Length of cords on toys
Alignment example supported by ANEC:
Electric toys
Raising Standards for Consumers
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Conclusion
Convention on the Rights of the Child
Ø ratified in 1989
Ø most-signed human rights legislation in the world
Ø right to engage in leisure, play and recreational activities.
Bearing in mind this right, as well as the dependence of the
deeper convergence of standards on the streamlining of toy
legislation and the paucity of its own resources,
ANEC continues as much as possible to join forces with
Consumers International and consumer organizations all over the
world, to follow the work at the international level.
After all, children deserve the same level of safety all over the
world.

Raising Standards for Consumers
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Thank you
www.anec.eu

www.facebook.com/ANEC.Standards
http://twitter.com/#!/anectweet
@anectweet
http://companies.to/anec
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